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QUESTION 1

A medical equipment manufacturer would like to use a JSR 286 portlet available on a separate corporate portal. What
must be done on the consumer portal using the IBM WebSphere Portal administration interface to integrate this portlet
with WSRP 2.0? 

A. Create a producer definition and consume the portlet as a WSRP service. 

B. Enable WSRP 2.0, create a producer definition and a portlet proxy. 

C. Enable WSRP 2.0 and create a portlet proxy. 

D. Create a producer definition and a web service. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

John wants to troubleshoot a problem related to IBM WebSphere Portal engine startup. Which tool can he use to enable
trace for "com.ibm.wps.engine" package, so that it will persist across server startup? 

A. Enable Tracing portlet 

B. Use the Configuration tab on the Change Log Detail Levels section in the IBM WebSphere Integrated Solutions
console. 

C. Use XMLAccess Script 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Steve wants to hide a menu item in the action menu. This menu item may be needed for later use. What is the best way
to accomplish this? 

A. Declare the menu item as not visible in the server-side feed. Declare the menu item as visible in the client-side code,
and then stop and restartthe custom theme application. 

B. Declare the menu item as visible in the server-side feed then override in the client-side\\'s visibilityFn. 

C. Use the IBM WebSphere Integrated Solutions console to edit the Dynamic Content Spot to update the menu
definition and restart the customtheme application. 

D. Update the shelfActions.json using the WebDAV located inside the menuDefinitions folder and then register the
changes inside the theme.js filelocated inside the js folder. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which option best describes how JSR 286-compliant portlets and widgets interact with each other? 

A. Portlets and widgets cannot interact with each other. 

B. Widgets and portlets can interact by using shared render parameters and events. 

C. Widgets and portlets can interact by using shared render parameters. 

D. Widgets and portlets can interact by using events. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Quinn is creating a module that adds a customized Dojo lightbox for a disclaimer to overlay the screen as soon as the
page loads using dojo.addOnLoad. She has already created myLightBox.css and intends to write the JavaScript event
triggering the lightbox inline. What must Quinn do to ensure she gets the desired functionality at minimal performance
cost? 

A. Quinn should add all this code right after the theme\\'s tag to ensure the functionality happens as soon as the body
markup is loading. 

B. Quinn must add the tag pointing to myLightBox.css into the block. The JavaScript can be added anywhere therein as
long asthe page uses the nondeferred profile and the event is added to the event handler 

C. Quinn must create a CSS sub-contribution type in her module pointing to myLightBox.css. The JavaScript can be
added anywhere therein aslong as the page uses the default deferred profile and the event is added to the event
handler. 

D. Quinn should really write all CSS and JavaScript inline for performance reasons so secondary requests to the server
are never made. 

Correct Answer: C 
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